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Mining claim SSM 61549 is a non-contiguous member of a group

INTRODUCTION

of six unpatented mining clairaswhich early in 1963 were acquired 

by Lake-Osu Mines Limited. Consequently, this ground will be 

referred to as the Lake-Osu claims.

The geology of this claim has been dealt with to some extent 

in an earlier report on the six claim group, which also contained 

the usual supplements such as history location economics of the 

area etc. Consequently, it is not considered necessary to repeat 

this information in the present report, except where it may be 

of use to illustrate some point.

During the period from May 10, 1963 to June 31, 1963 the claim 

was surveyed by geological and geophysical methods, the programme 

being preceded by the cutting of a grid type control system at 

200 feet and 100 feet stations on base lines and picket lines. 

The following is an account of the geological survey. The geo 

physical survey results are being submitted in a separate report.

LOCATION

Mining claim SSM 61549 is located 3 milos by secondary high 

way and road and i miles by tractor road from the town of V/awa, 

Ontario. A standard car may be driven to the start of the tractor 

road but with some slight improvement in the last stretch a four 

wheel drive vehicle or half ton truck could be driven right on to 

the west side of the property. The town of Wawa is located on
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highway 17 and 547 some HO.miles north of Sault Ste. Marie, Ontaric 

Wawa is a modern, model, mining town of 31000 population where 

all the important modern facilities are available. The town which 

houses the employees of the Algoma Ore Properties and local mer 

chants is beautifully situated along the mile long beach of 

Wawa Lake.

TOPOGRAPHY

The claim is situated on a peneplainod highland at an elevation 

of approximately 1,300 feet above sea level and about 200 feet 

above the elevation of Wawa Lake. For the most part there are 

only gentle, slight undulations in the heavily wooded terrain. 

However, there is deep north easterly coursing valley dividirvr the 

north west third of the property from the rost. This strong fea 

ture is readily discernablo on air photographs from which it is 

seen to extend for at least half a mile to the south west across 

lower Minto Lake and Ward Lake. This feature is considered to 

have decided geological significance of en economic nature ami will 

be further considered.

GENERAL GEOLOGY O? THE A.'tEA

The general nrea is underlain largely by rock formations of 

igneous origin rui a few sedimentary horizons appear to have been 

largely derived from these. The igneous group is composed of 

Keewatin volcanics which have been intruded and metamorphosed by
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batholithic intrusions of Algoman plutonic rocks. The volcanics 

include very bale to very acid flows and pyroclastics with iron 

formation prominant within the basic members. The Dore Sediments, 

considered to have been in part derived from these older volcanics 

are composed largely of greywacke arkose and and conglomerate in 

which are seen many granitic pebbles. It is still undecided 

whether these sediments are contemporaneous in origin with those 

of the Timiskaming series or are more closely related to the 

Keewatin rocks. In places they resemble Huronian sediment.

All these formation, to some extent, have been metamorphosed 

by the younger Algoman intrusives but more so by excessive shear 

stresses which have been effective around Michipicoten Harbour 

on L-ike Superior. The latest of these are strong through ^oing 

overthrust faults a threat mnny of which may be located in a num 

ber of parallel valleys and long narrow lakes which lie south west 

of an roughly parallel to Wawa Lake. Wawa Lake would appear to 

be on a fault which emerges from Lake Superior through Michipi 

coten Harbour and cits across the country for many mil^s to the 

north east. According, to Gledhill the solution of faalt problems 

along thoso lineaments was impossible because of the lack of key 

horizons and tho homogeneity of the rocks bordering the faults.

The Wawa Gold Camp lios along tho crest line of a small, 

asyraetrical, intrusive, batholithic mass of complex granitic rocks 

which have been exposed by the erosional removal of the overlying 

Keewatin mantle of intruded rocics.
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OEOLOQY OF MINING CLAIM 3SM 61549

This claim is located on the Wawa batholithY v and in keeping 

with the general geology of the area underlain by a complexity of 

granitoid rocks ranging in composition from granite to gabbro. 

The type referred to as porphyrite has been shown as the oldest 

in the legend but may be a member of the intrusive group, rather 

than a metamorphic variety of volcanics, a point which will 

require more detailed mapping for a possible solution. The young 

est intrusives ara probably lamprophyre and later diabase. Accord 

ing to Gledhill and Moore both these dike rocks are younger than 

the quartz veins of the general area although no direct evidence 

of this was seen on claim 33M 61549.

STRUCTURAL GEOLOGY

Mapping was not in sufficient detail to determine any age 

relationships or contact trends of the various phases of the gran 

itic complex. Lineation would appear to be roughly in an east 

west direction except in the vicinity of the pronounced valley 

which crosses the claim with n north easterly trond. For the pre 

sent this feature is considered to be a faalt zone and perhaps a 

strong one because it may be followed for over half a mile to the 

south west. Lyin/* close to or within 1,000 feet of it are 

several relatively less prominent lineaments in the form of size 

able valleys and narrower drav/s. Parallel to some of these are 

shear zones in some of which tho rocks have been carbonatized 

by an iron carbonate, which appears as gossan. These shears
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strike about N 60 E and one was noted to dip south east at 5?0 . 

In one case they would appear to be heading towards narrow draws 

in which quartz veins were noted. The strong quartz vein shown 

in adjoining claim SSM 5# would appear to be striking into a size 

able valley which may be tangentially related to the main fault 

valley. This vein itself cuts along a hifhly contorted and 

sheared zone of quartz diorite porphyry. NOT TO BE REMOVES FROI

THE OFFICE OF THE RESIDENT

ECONOMIC GEOLOOY GEOLOGIST, ONT. DEPT. OF MINIS

SAULT STE. MARIE; ONT.
There were four quartz veins mapped on the claims but only 

one of these was well enough mineralized to be considered worth 

sampling. However, all of them in the near future should be 

trenched, blasted Into ind sampled. One of these quartz occurren 

ces on line 1,300' west 570' north may be a large boulder, a point 

which trenching should establish. The vein at 4.00' west and 300' 

north Is about two feet wide and has baen stripped for about 

25 feet. The best exposure is of a coarse grained white quartz 

striking :ibout east-west and dippinr north at 450 . Samples of 

selected material containing considerable pyrite, and less chal 

copyrite and pyrrhotite, contained moderate gold values.

RLCOMT-.NimrjO.MS

The extension of the vein occurrence on claim -VSM 5# should 

be looked for in the fault zone su^ested by the lineament which 

runs north east from l .300'west on the base line. Mining claims

SSM 53 and SSM 3047 fluired and explored.
Respectfully submitted,

W.F. Morrison, P. Eng.
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TEL. 363-3933 Suite OO4
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ASSESSMENT WORK

Mr. Alec Mosher, 
Lake Osu Mines Limited, 
25 Adelaide Street West, 
Toronto, Ontario.

27th August, 1963.

OCT 196b

RESIDENT GEOLOGIST
SAULT BTE. MARIE

Dear Mr. Mosher, :
REPORT

Geophysical Exploration Programme 
Wawa Ontario Property 
Sault Ste. Marie Mining Division 
Ontario ̂...^...^^ ...^ .^ M1-     M

During the month of June, 1963 an Electromagnetic 
Survey and a Magnetic Survey were carried out on a group of 
six claims located in the Minto Lake Area in the Wawa Gold 
Camp in the Sault Ste. Marie Mining Division of Ontario. 
Prior to conducting the survey, test work was conducted with 
an Electromagnetic instrument on the neighbouring Surluga 
Gold Show and, in addition, on the Minto, Park Hill, and 
Sunrise Properties.

Summary of Results 

Test Work

The electromagnetic test work over the Surluga, 
using a high frequency and a 300 foot cable, showed a 
moderate sized anomaly representing a poor conductor located 
coincident with the known shear-zone. Examination of the 
drill-core from the surrounding holes showed very fine 
grained su If ides comprising from 5-107. ot the core over 
narrow sections associated in general with the shear-zone.

NOT TO BE REMOVED FROM

THE OFFICE OF THE RESIDENT

GEOLOGIST, ONT. DEPT. OF MINES

SAULT STE. MARIE, ONT.
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The test survey results over the Minto, Park 
Hill, and the Sunrise properties showed no direct 
correlation between the known zones of mineralization 
and the slight geophysical indications obtained on the 
survey.

The Lake Osu Property

The electromagnetic results over the main 
portion ot the property showed no significant anomalies 
which could be attributable to either well developed 
shear-zones or significant sulfide mineralization.

The detailed magnetic survey showed several 
through-going structures, one believed to represent the 
southern extension of the Jubilee Shear.

In addition, the magnetic results should prove 
to be ot some use in extending the mapped geology.

Recommendations and Conclusions

From the test work carried out it may be con 
cluded that a major structure, such as the structure 
containing the Surluga Ore Zone, can be mapped geo- 
physically using the same or similar techniques 
provided that the structure is not covered by serious 
over-burden and provided that one bears in mind that 
the anomalies indicated arise from structure rather 
than directly from mineralization.
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Terms of Reference

The survey was carried out at the request 
of Mr. Alec Mosher on lines cut and prepared by Mr. 
William Morrison. The control maps and geological 
maps were also prepared by Mr. Morrison.

The group surveyed consisted of claims 
61549-54 inclusive and small portions of the adjoining 
claims.

The general description of the property and 
geology is contained in a report by Mr. William 
Morrison and dated 24th March, 1960.

The survey was carried out by Mr. Murray 
MacDonald, under the partial field supervision of Mr. J. 
P. Sheridan, P.Eng. The survey consisted of approx 
imately nine miles of E.M. Survey on the six claim group 
and approximately 1,000 magnetic readings.

Methods Used and Presentation ot Results 

The Electromagnetic Survey

The E.M. survey employed the Sheridan-Kelk 
Dual Frequency Magniphase Electromagnetic Instrument 
operated in the horizontal coil configuration with a 
transmitter-receiver separation of 200 feet. In general 
readings of amplitude and phase of the resultant field 
at the high frequency (2400 cps) were recorded at station 
intervals of 100 feet.

The results of the survey as plotted on the 
accompanying map show only the profiles of the high 
frequency phase.

Magnetometer Survey

The Magnetic Survey employed the Askania Torsion-
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Balance Magnetometer with a scale constant of approx 
imately 236 gammas per scale division. The magnetic 
results are plotted on the accompanying map. The 
Magnetic Survey was designed to cover the entire 
property and was conducted at station intervals of 50 
feet.

No significant magnetic anomalies were 
indicated. However, it is believed that the magnetic 
results as presented may be used to correlate with the 
mapped geology and thus extend the geological inter 
pretation into areas of over-burden. The long low magnetic 
zone on Claim 61551 may possibly coincide with the southern 
extension of the Jubilee Shear.

Presentation and Interpretation of the Results of the 
Electromagnetic and Magnetic Survey

The results of the survey over the claim group 
owned by Lake Osu are presented on the two accompanying maps. 
The results obtained over the Surluga, Minto, Park Hill, and 
Sunrise properties are not presented with this report but are 
available at the office for inspection, if required.

The results over the Lake Osu group, as presented, 
show:

(a) Electromagnetic Survey

No significant anomalies are indicated which could 
possibly represent either areas of sulfide mineralization 01 
significant structures similar to the Surluga Shear.

(b) Magnetic Survey

The magnetic survey shows a zone which may possibly 
represent the southern extension of the Jubilee Shear.

All ot which is respectfully submitted,

J. P. Sheridan, P.Eng.



Use for one type of survey only

Assessment Work Breakdown

1. Type of Survey Geological

2. Township or Area Michipicoten Township

3. Mining claim numbers .. S9M 6l549

Number of miles of line cut

* 5. Type of instrument used

* 6. Scale constant or sensitivity

* 7. Number of stations established

8. Summary of days worked (details on reverse side)

(a) Total technical work -- ... ~..~.___________ 

(b) Total line-cutting -.- .__
10 (c) Total man-days worked .__ L-

(d) Assessment days credit per claim _____

(Total man-days multiplied by assessment factor 
divided by total number of claims traversed)

s^ ^ v, r ^-^-f*^
, ,, , rjt *, -, ^*2^ S,

9. Dated ,^^*:^f-'?.4f*. llJL*!fJL-. Signed .__

^Complete only if applicable Complete list of names, addresses
and dates on reverse side.
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If-^Technical Work;pf;:\-V"""" "" " ' "'' ' 
w: Name fc Address^•. '. . ' .^^^^^™^^™™~^^™^*^™™* -L- - r^" -"' ^

-- 'r .' v "

^ /W.F* Morrison

2219 Kennedy Rd.

Agincourt

Assessment Work Breakdown

Type of Work 
Geological

Dates Worked 
June 24 - 30 incl.

Total
Hoyrs Days 

. 56 . 7

Gary Mitcholl , Geological ,June 24 - 26 incl. , 24 3

V/awa, Ontario

Line-Cutting 

Name
\

Address Pates Worked Hours Days

.1.

... - ..-i.... ..i

Consultants Total 

Datej3jj(orked (specify in field or office) Hours Days

Draughtsman, Typing, others (specify)

Name fc Address Type of Work Dates Worked

Total 

Hours Days



Use for one type of survey only

Assessment Work Breakdown

1. Type of Survey r.Electro-Magnetic.
2. Township or Area Michipicoten Township

3. Mining claim numbers SSM 61549 to SSM 61554 incl.——————

(Note? Application h-'O ]tnen made to record 40 days only on 

^ _____claim SSM 615^9) _________________________

4. Number of miles of 'ine cut -.—-————-————.—.-----——————

* 5. Type of instrument used Sherldan-Kalk Dual Frequency Monophase
electromagneti c instrument

* 6. Scale constant or sensitivity l Unit - .33 ^__________.............

* 7. Number of stations established —..-292.

8. Summary of days worked (details on reverse side)

(a) Total technical work -. - ....6n.......,......^..__.,.™,

(b) Total line-cutting ...,^.-s:i^s—s——__^™r5S..^S5—:

(c) Total man-days worked ...- —.— l——————

(d) Assessment days credit per claim — * .

(Total man-days multiplied by assessment factor 4 
divided by total number of claims traversed)

-**^*-'''
^^ ^ f^~^-^'-^' *

9. Dated^. Signed

^Complete only if applicable Complete list of names, addresses
and dates on reverse side.
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ri, Technical Work 
Name fc Address 
Murray MacDonald

Assessment Work Breakdown

Type of Work Dates Worked 
, 30

Total
Hours Pays 

. 360 ,

3* Kinp, St, West ,
Toronto , Ont .

J.

3*

P. Sheridan

Kin.-: St. V,'.

Toronto

, "lectroMaRnetic i June 7-10 incl.

i i

, 32 ,

i i

i i

Line-Cutting 

Name Address Dates Worked

Total 

Hours Days

..l —

Consultants Total

Name ic Address Hates Worked (specify in field or office) Hours Days
L . .ih^ririan I r. t, Qrp re t i on Office 5

Toronto

Draughtsman, Typing, others (specify)

Name fc Address Type of Work 
f. and

Dates Worked

Total—-
Hours

Tynim:



Use for one type of survey only

Assessment Work Breakdown

1. Type of Survey Magnetometer

RODENT GEOLOGIST
iAUU STE. MARIE

2. Tovmship or Area Michipicoten

3. Mining claim numbers SSM 61U9 - SPM 6155k incl.

(Note; Application has been -^ade to record 40 days only on plains

4. Number of miles of line cut

* 5. Type of instrument used Askania-Torsion- Balance Marnotomoter

* 6. Scale constant or sensitivity 236 i^S'

* 7. Number of stations established

8. Summary of days worked (details on reverse side)

(a) Total technical work -. .. __ -
(b) Total line-cutting .. ... __ , . .,

(c) Total man-days worked
(d) Assessment days credit per claim I nql * : nd l n '^tro ".p -n -tic

(Total man-days multiplied by assessment factor 4 
divided by total number of claims traversed)

9.

^Complete only if applicable

Sto

Signed
i~

Complete list of names, addresses 
and dates on reverse side.
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Assessment Work Breakdown
-- - 
Technical Work
BX^Bgcs-saK-z-EE^eB.""" " ' ''"" '

".-Naroe fc Address'.-l—————— ——
.Murray MacDonald

Type of Work 
LMa fln e t orneter

Dates Worked 
.Juae l - 30

Line-Cutting 

Name Addreais Dates Worked

Total 

Hours Day?

33 XlnT St. West

Toronto
( {3ee Electricraa?,netic work renort) ,

^ .... i i i i

: : , t 1 ' 1 1

1 ... 1. 1 !

1 1 li
t 

\ 1 1 l

Total 

Hours riavs

Consultants Total 

Dates -Wo rke d (specify in field or office) Hours Ijay

Draughtsman, Typing, others (specify)

Name -t Address Type of Work Dates Worked

Total 

Hours Days
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TOWNSHIP 29 RANGE 2J 
DISTRICT OP ALGOMA
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OF
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